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Preface
The project of this book is easily stated. Suppose a proponent puts forward some claim that is in some way doubtful or controversial. The proponent thus incurs a burden of proof. He may attempt to discharge this burden by presenting an argument for his claim. For simplicity's sake, let us assume that he puts forward a one-premise argument. But if that premise in turn is controversial, if by putting it forward the proponent incurs a further burden of proof, he will not have discharged his initial burden unless he discharges this further burden. By attempting to do that, the proponent may incur a further burden of proof because of the premise he puts forward to defend his controversial premise, and so on. Now the opposite of burden of proof is presumption. So if the proponent is proceeding in good faith, he is seeking a premise for which there is a presumption. Given a presumption, his premise should be acceptable. Now any noncircular argument will have basic premises, those not argued for in the course of that argument. So the proponent is seeking ultimately to ground his argument on basic premises for which there is a presumption. When is there a presumption for a premise and how do we recognize it? That is the project of this book, developed over Chapters 1 through 11. Our conception of the problem of premise adequacy limits our investigation from being even more complex or drawn out. First, notice that our proponent is pictured as asserting each of the premises he puts forward. He has not supposed or asked his interlocutor to suppose some statement true for the sake of the argument. On our view, the question of premise adequacy or acceptability does not arise for supposed premises, such as those assumed in the course of a reductio ad absurdum or conditional argument. Such premises are not accepted, at least in the ix x Preface contexts in which they are supposed, and thus the question of their acceptability does not arise in connection with their occurrences in those contexts.
There is another less trivial way in which the project of this essay is circumscribed. From our perspective, we turn to an argument to discover whether there is good reason to accept some claim. If we recognized that we were justified in believing the premises of an argument and that the argument transferred this justification to its conclusion, we would have a positive answer. Traditionally, logic has concerned itself with the connection of premises with conclusions, and thus with the issue of transferring justification. Informal logic's raising the question of premise acceptability, to our mind, raises the question of whether one is justified in believing or accepting the basic premises of an argument. But we may turn to arguments for other purposes. As Walton has pointed out on numerous occasions, arguments may occur in many types of dialogue. As Blair (1995) points out, this gives rise to different contexts of arguments raising different questions of premise adequacy. Whether or not one should argue for a premise may depend on whether the argument is occurring in the context of a quarrel, an attempt at rational persuasion, or an exchange involving hostile advocacy. But from our perspective here, growing out of the logico-epistemic evaluation of arguments especially as conceived by informal logic, we may set such issues aside. From our perspective, the issues of argument evaluation concern whether the conclusion is justified in light of the premises and whether those premises are justified. We address ourselves exclusively to premise adequacy in this sense in this essay.
To give just a hint of our answer, let us say here that premise acceptability is to be explicated in terms of presumption, which depends upon the source vouching for a statement. By a source, we do not mean simply some person or organization that might put forward that statement. If one believes some premise because one perceives that the state of affairs the premise alleges to hold actually does hold, one's own perception is the source (at least a source) vouching for that premise. What sources then may vouch for a premise? May we presume a particular source reliable in general or under certain circumstances? Because presumptions can be undercut or defeated, what factors defeat a presumption for a source's reliability? If we know how to answer these questions, we might very well be able to determine whether there is a presumption for a premise. But why should one worry about this question in the first place? Does the
